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Let X, , X,, . be independent random variables and define S, := I:=, X,, n = 1,2,. . Let a 
partition of R into intervals [/or, (k+ l)a), k E Z, of any fixed length a > 0 be given. We ask for 
the distribution of the remainder S, - k,,a where [ k,a, (k. + I)a) is the random interval containing 
S.. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for this distribution to converge to the uniform 
distribution in [0, a] as n + co. 
renewal processes * sums of random variables reduced modulo a * limit theorems * conver- 
gence to uniform distribution 
1. Notation and definitions 
Let X be a random variable and a > 0. We define the remainder of X modulo 
a, called “X reduced modulo a” by XCaj:= X-a[X/a] (where [x] denotes the 
greatest integer equal to or less than x). 
Now, for any independent random variables X,, X,, . . . , we consider the sums 
s, := x, + * -*+X,, n=1,2 ,.... We ask for the limit behaviour of the distribution 
of &Z(o) for n + CO. More precisely, we want to find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for lim .+coP{S,,,, < x} = &(x), where U,(x) denotes the uniform distribution in 
IO, al. 
As early as 1939 M.P. Levi [3] investigated the limit behaviour of SnCa,. In 
particular, he gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the 
distribution of Snca, either to the uniform distribution or to a distribution periodic 
in a/p with any p E h4. But these conditions are expressed only in terms of Fourier 
coefficients (cf. Proposition 1 of this paper), and no hints are given of how to verify 
the convergence using properties of the given distribution functions of X, , X,, . . . . 
A. Dvoretzky and J. Wolfowitz [l] considered the special case where X, , X,, . . . 
assume only integral values. They derived necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the distribution of SnCmj with a given integer m to converge to the discrete uniform 
distribution on [0, . . . , m - 11. 
Since XC,,, = a(X/a),,, it involves no loss of generality to consider only the case 
a = 1 in the following. 
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2. Fourier series 
In his book [2] Feller showed that a distribution function on a circle is uniquely 
determined by its Fourier coefficients. Indeed, Fourier analysis is the appropriate 
tool to treat problems concerning sums of random variables reduced modulo 1. 
Therefore we shall compile a few results of importance to our problem. 
(a) Let X1,X2,... be independent with characteristic functions cpj( t) := 
E[exp(iXjt)], j EN. Then 
and 
E[exp(2nimXj,,,)] = $Dj(2lTm) for m E Z, j E N, 
E[exp(2nimS,&] = fi (pi(27F??l) for 112 E Z, n EN. 
i=l 
(b) Continuity theorem: For n EN let Y,(r) be a random variable reduced modulo 
1 with distribution function F,,,,(x) and CY,,~ := E(2nimY,,(,,), m EZ. Then from 
limn_ooanm = (Y, for m EH it follows that lim ,,+Zn&x) = F(x) where F(x) is 
uniquely determined by 
exp(2rrimx) dF(x) = cr, for m E P. (1) 
Conversely, from lim,,, F,(,)(x) = F(x) it follows that limn_,cr,, = (Y, for m E Z. 
(c) The uniform distribution function U,(x) is characterized completely by 
J exp(2nimx) dU,(x) = J exp(27rimx) dx = 0 for m E Z\(O). co,11 ro.11 
From (a), (b), (c) we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 1. Let X, , X2, . . . be independent and aj, := E[exp(2nimXj)] for 
jEN, mEP. Then 
lim P{S,,,,G x} = U,(x) (2) n-K’ 
if and only if lim,,, ny=, Uj, = 0 for m E E\(O). 
(Weremark: If P{Xj(,)~x}= U,(x) foranyj then P{S,(,,sx}= U,(x) for naj.) 
We note without proof that 
g (l-Jaj,])=cO implies lim fr Uj,=O 
j=l “+‘X j=, 
(and also the converse holds if aj, # 0 forj E N). This yields the following statement. 
Proposition 2. From CT==, (1 - [ai,]) = 03 for m E h\(O) it follows that 
lim n+coP{S,(1)~ x) = U,(x). 
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3. A limit theorem 
Now we state a sufficient condition for the convergence of P{S,,C,, i x} to U,(x). 
Theorem 1. Let X, , X,, . . . be independent with F,cl,(x) := P{Xjcl, s x}, j = 1,2, . . . 
Let be Lebesgue measure on 813,. Assume that for each jE N there exists a 
Bj E [0, l] n %I and an ej > 0 such that 
J dFjC,,(x)S&jA(A) foreachAcB, AE%,. A
Then C,“,ej[h(Bj)13 = 00 implies lim,+,P{&&x) s xl = u,(x). 
Proof. Let ajm := E[exp(2vimXj)] as before. We may write a,,,, = laj,,,l exp(2niPj,) 
with Pjm E [0, 1) for m E H\(O). From (p E [0, 1)) 
Re[aj, exp(-2@)] = lajml cos 2T(pj, -p) 
= J cos 2n( mx - p) dE;(,,(x), LO.ll 
it follows that 
lqml= J COS 2n(mx-/&) d&,,(x) 
l&l1 
( J =max cos 2n( mx - /3) dFjc,,(x) . P lO%ll > 
For (Y E (-1,1) define A, := {XE [0, 11: cos 2n(mx-/Ii,,,) s a}. Then 
I+,\= J cos 2T(mx--/3jm) dFjcl,(x) 
.%nB, 
+ J cos 2n( mx - pjm) d&,,(x) CWl\(A,nB,) 
<a J d%,(x) + J dF,c&) A,nB, P.U1\(4x~B,) 
= 
J 
dFj(l)(x)-(l -a) 
J 
d&,(x) 
LO.11 &nB, 
Using h(A, CT Bj)=h(A,)+A(Bj)-A(A, u Bj)ZA(A,)+A(Bj)-1 and A(A,)= 
1 - (arccos CY)/T, we obtain 
laj,lsl-(1-cz)&j[h(Bj)-(arCCOsa)/n]. 
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Let especially (Y = u+:= cos(2nA (B,)/3). Then 
(l-CQ)&j[h(Bj)-(arccos CQ)/7r]=(l_COS(2nh(Bj)/3))Ejh(Bj)/3 
> [(2~A(Bj)/3)2/2-(2~A(Bj)/3)4/24]EjA(Bj)/3>~j[A(Bj)]3/3 
and so 
l-l0l~,,,l>~~[A(B~)]~/3. 
By Proposition 2 it now follows that lim,,, P{S,(,, 6 x} = U,(x). 0 
4. Applications 
From Theorem 1 we may deduce the following sufficient conditions for (2). 
(a) There are densities f;c,,(x) of Xj(i) with J,,,(X) 2 Ej for x E: Bj c [0, l] with 
A(B,) = Ij such that 
f Ejlj3 = co. 
j=l 
(3) 
(b) There are intervals Ij c [0, l] of length Zj with Fjcl,(y) - Fji(,)(x) 2 ~~(y - x) for 
all x, y E 4, x < y such that (3) holds. 
Clearly if (a) or (b) are satisfied for all j~fV with a fixed B resp. I (e.g. 
B = 1= [0, 11) of positive Lebesgue measure, then 
is sufficient for (2). Finally, lim inf cjl; > 0 is a sufficient condition for (2). 
5. Identically distributed random variables 
If Fj(x) = F(x), cpj(t) = p(t) for j E N, F(,)(x) # U,(x) then from Proposition 2 it 
follows that (2) holds if and only if la,,,1 := lq(21rm)]< 1 for m E Z\(O). It can be 
proved that for any m E N the equation 1 a,,, = ]u_~] = 1 holds if and only if F(x) is 
a step function with jumps at most in the points c, c * rn-‘, c + 2m-‘, . . . with any 
c E IR. From this the further result immediately follows. 
Theorem 2. Let X,, X2,. . . be independent identically distributed random variables 
with distribution function F(x) where F,(x)# U,(x). Then (2) holds unless F(x) is 
a step function with jumps at most in the points xi = c + i/m, i E Z with any c E R and 
any mEN. 
(We remark that F(,)(x) = U,(x) implies P{S,,,,G x} = U,(x) for n = 1,2,. . . .) 
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Remark. Assume F(x) to be a step function with jumps at most in the points 
Xi=c+i/m, iEZ with rnEN and CE[O, l/m). Define F[~{(x):=P{S,,~,,~X}, n= 
1,2,.... Then one of the following two cases arises: 
(a) c is rational. Then with a suitable m we may set c = 0. But then for n = 1,2, . . . 
F:;,‘(x) is always a step function with jumps at most in the points 0, l/m,. . . , 
(m - 1)/m. Convergence to a discrete uniform distribution may or may not take 
place (see Dvoretzky and Wolfowitz [l]). 
(b) c is irrational. Then, for n = 1,2,. . . , Ft;!(x) is a step function with jumps 
at most in the points c,, c,, + l/m, . . , c, + (m - 1)/m, where the irrational constants 
C,(C,E (0, l/m), c, = nc module l/m), n = 1,2,. . . , form a divergent series. 
Obviously then Fly: cannot converge to any distribution function as n + ax 
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